Ideas for AP CS Review

Any of these ideas can be sent to me for checking.

1. Extension tasks as extra practice for the new “open ended” aspect of FRQs.
   a) Hailstone Extension
   b) CookieOrder Extension
   c) Take any FRQ and add your own extensions.
   d) Take any FRQ method code and comment on each line of code.
2. Complete corrections to the mock exam questions.
3. Watch AP Computer Science in 60 Minutes (Java)
   • But note it may include stuff that has now been removed from your syllabus or not being tested this year (e.g. abstract & interfaces, inheritance, recursion, 2D arrays).
4. Go through all the FRQs you have submitted and make a list of all the mistakes you made and how to avoid them.
5. Create your own one page “cheat sheet”.
6. Complete as many remaining FRQs from my website as you can in 20 minutes.